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       Standiy opt Egasto-PAastic AwaaEysis of Cewvedi GyiiNage Bearrtras

                 witk Tkfipt wwTaRged ll-Tygee Cross Sectiopt

          Noboru WATANABE, Toshiro HAyAsHIKAwA, and Taizou OKADA
                          (ReceivedDecember27,1984) ,

                                  Abstmaet

   A method of analyzing the collapse load and the plastic collapse mechanism of

horizontally curved grillage girder bridges with thin walled I-type cross section based

on the displacement method is presented. Four yield criteria are used in the elasto-

plastic analysis to define the behavior of a thin wall steel cross section in combined

bending, torsion, and warping. The proposed analysis definitely traces the location and

the sequence of formation of all plastic hinges to collapse.

   Furthermore, numerical examples are given to illustrate application of the analyt-

ical method developed here, and the computed results are compared with some experi-

mental results.

     Deforwaatioge axtdi StabiEity Regiopt of Cyllirediri¢al Afige-Ssupgeoptedi

         MegwRbxames EJgedier an AsyywRcrorEetreie Poptdfing ge]wafid Loadi

               Katsuaki TANAKA, Toshihiro IRIE and Gen YAMADA
                          (Received December 27, 1984)

                                  Abgtract

   The deformation and stability region are determined for a cylindrical air-supported

membrane under the action of an asymmetrically ponding fluid load. For the purpose

of this study, the force equilibrium and geometry of a small circumferential element of

the membrane are expressed as a set of non-linear differential equations using dimen-

sionless variables and parameters. The equations are calculated numerically by the

Runge-Kutta-Gill integration method, and the effects of the fluid density, the depth of

the ponding fluid, and the internal pressure and properties of the membrane on the

deformation are clarified quantitatively.
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    srkwadiy gwa ake sfiKtrRwagmeetowa

                  Dfisckagege gwa

F. C. Ti SHASTA algorithm in the

of eke R. F. Cguempmeee

Ngeffogeme.

spheroidal coordinate system.-

Nobuyasu. SATo
   Department of

      (Received

and Hiroaki. TAGASHIRA
 EIectrical Engineering

December 27, 1985)

Abstract

   Computer simulation procedures for the r. f. corona discharge between a hyperbol-

oidal needle and plane electrodes in nitrogen are outlined. The continuity equations

for electrons, positive ions and excited molecules, and Poisson's equation are represen-

ted in the spheroidal coordinate system. The F. C. T. Phoenical L. P. E. SHASTA

algorithm is used to solve the continuity equation for electrons. Boundary conditions

are investigated by taking into account the space charge effects and geometrical

factors of the secondary processes. A brief flow chart for the computation is given.

A Pergffuutatioit Networek Coptsisting of di-Exehaptge

              aeed Ees Exekaptgtwg A]goreitkarrR

BAocks

Dun Wu, Masahito KURIHARA
(Received December 27,

and Ikuo
1984)

KAJI

Abstract

   The construction of a permutation network capable of exchanging arbitrarily two

connections between its inputloutput terminals is described. The network consists of "d

-exchange blocks" which are the sub-permutation networks that allow exchanging of

any arlitrary two routes without changing the states of the other d-2 routes. The

exchanging algorithm is given in terms of bipartite graphs.

   The 4-exchange block is actually constructed, and the control unit is designed

based on the state space and the state-transition rules to assure successive state

transitions.
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Baptdi Styanetwagee ef GaAs/gxtAs (eoa) SwaperEthttiee SeffffRieogedeectore

      Hideo OHNo
(Received December 27, 1984)

                                  Abstreact

   The band structure of GaAs/InAs (OOI) superlattice semiconductor is

using the tight binding approximation. The calculation is done assuming

crystal with and without lattice relaxation of As atoms. The band gap is

to be O,935 eV without lattice relaxation. Inclusion of lattice relaxation of

in terms of Ga-As bond length increases the band gap about O.OOI eV, which

ble.

calculated

 a virtual

calculated

-O.O18 A

is negligi-

Deep Levells iwa GaAs and AIGaAs Ggeown by MBE

Yuji AKATsu, Masaharu

  Hideo OHNo, Hideki
   (Received December

MATSUMOTO,
HASEGAWA
27, 1984)

                                  Abstreact

   Deep levels in undoped GaAs and Si doped AIGaAs grown by molecular beam

epitaxy were investigated using deep level transient spectroscopy. Four electron traps

were detected in undoped GaAs. Two of them showed an increase in concentration

when As vapor pressure increased during growth. DX center was found in Si doped

Alo.3Gao,7As･

   The concentration of deep levels both in GaAs and AIGaAs was reduced by Pb

flux incident upon the crystal surface during growth.
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             maetkods to obtaExx tke Skortesth Hawaiktopt-]Iuine

                   of the WwaveEEgeg Sa]esgxaave Preobllerrga

                            Katsuaki SAKAKIBARA
                          (Received December 27, 1984)

                                  Abstwact

   All Hamilton-lines of the traveling salesman have its own combination of edges.

We found, for the combinations of edges having the total length of the edges smaller

than the length of a Hamilton-line sampled, a method to arrange these combinations

from that with the shortest total length of the edges to that with the larger Lutal

length of the edges. We also found a method to obtain the Hamilton-line with a

minimum length from the above arranged combinations by searching from that with

the shortest total length to that with the larger total length, if the combination is a

Hamilton-line.

   The shortest Hamilton-line was also found by a geometrical method, which is

considered as applicable to many cases.

                  Sillieome oge Sagegekire BoRoffwketer aitdi its

                Resistageee vs Teffcrxgeeffateere Ckageaeterissties

                       Satoru SETo, Kazuhiko YAMAyA,

                      Yutaka ABE, and Hiroyuki TANGo
                         (Received December 27, 1984)

                                 Abstract

   For measuring low temperature specific heat of small samples (10-100mg), a

silicon on sapphire (SOS) bolometer which consists of resistance thermometer, sample

heater, and sample holder was made by the process of ion-implantation of phosphorus

and annealing at 1000℃. It was found that the temperature coefficient of the resis-

tance of the thermometer was very high in a wide temperature range from 1.3K to

10K (dRldT=1.7×10` and 2.4×102 [n/K] at 2K and 10K, respectively) and the resis-

tance of the heater was almost constant. Using this SOS bolometer, the specific heat

of transition-metal trichalcOgenides was confirmed to be determined with an accuracy

of ±1.e% in the range from 1.3K to 10K.
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              Near-ffgefgeareed E#crRgsgioge Bawadi Observed Ewa Xe

                  Excfieedi hy EIectifopt Pwalses freoguR Ligeac

            Masako TANAKA, Susumu SAsAKI, and Meiseki KATAyAMA
                         (Received December 27, 1985)

                                  Abstmact

   In order to study the deexcitation process of highly excited Xe atoms, the near

infrared emission spectra were observed in the Xe irradiated by the electronpulses

generated from 45 Mev linac by means of the pulse radiolysis technique with an infrar-

ed detection system. A new emission band was detected at around 126e nm among

the previously known atomic lines. The band was characteristic of molecular transi-

tion because of the broadness of the band and the quadratic pressure dependence of

the emission intensity. The band was also observed in the irradiated Xe diluted with

Ar but not with Ne and Kr. The results showed that the band can be attributed to

the excited molecules which were produced from the atoms excited above the level of

Xe2"ion.

          Nom]fixteare Tlaeogey agedi Cowageeeter Sixeraangatgoit ef Pwalise

                           Waveg fipt eke Aowta

                   Toshiyuki MIyAzAKI and Tetsuro SAKUMA
                         (Received December 27, 1984)

                                 Abstscact

   The asymptotic theory of nonlinear propagation of pressure pulses in the aorta is

presented based on a quasi-one-dimensional model. The blood is assumed to behave

as an incompressible Newton fiuid. The effects of the outflow of blood from the aorta

through the discrete branches or bifurcations, the tapering of the aorta with increasing

distance away from the ventricle and also the tension along the vessel axis caused by

the aortic contraction in vivo, are taken into account.

   By means of the reductive perturbation method, the basic equations are reduced to

the Korteweg-de Vries equation in an inhomogeneous medium. Numerical simulation

for the basic equations is also carried out and compared with the theoretical results.
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          Opm the Dfis¢riKffRigeaptt ARallysis wken tke Dgseififfgtieeawt

                         Groups Vary witk TErrffee

                  Hiroko NAKANIsm and Michiaki KAwAGucHI
                          (Received December 27, 1984)

                                 Abstract

   We sometimes find in the discriminant analysis that a discriminant coefficient for

each variable and hence a discriminant score for each sample are unstable; because of

the difficulty to identify what sample come from which group. The purpose of this

paper is to investigate the effect of the samples, that change the groupsthat they

belong to from time to time, on the results in the discriminant analysis. In order to

study this effect, a model with the multivariate hormal distribution is considered. The

condition in which such samples have no effect on the discriminant coeMcients and

hence the discriminant scores can be found. Even under this condition, however, the

discriminant boundary values are changed. Without this condition, we can find that

there exists a serious probiem in this kind of the discriminant analysis.

          Nopt-Riemiaaeeitiaxt MetrefieaA Preogeerties of VfiswaaE Spaee

                       aeedi Tkeire Appgieatiopts (I)

                 -Alley Experiwaents in Stereoscopic Visiom and
           Considierations of tke Size-Distamce Invariance ffypotkegis-

                 Toshimasa YAMAzAKI and Michiaki KAwAGucHI
                          (Received December 27, 1984)

                                  Abstraet

   An explicit form of metric is introduced into the theory of non-Riemannian(andlor

Riemannian) visual space. The stereoscopic alley experiments are reported. The

results make it possible to analyze the data in the stereoscopic stimulation geometri-

cally as well as those of actual cases. From a standpoint of the relationship between

the apparent size and distance, our model is shown to be characterized by satisfying

the general form of the size-distance invariance hypothesis with n=1.5. This will be

supported by numerous experimental evidence under a reduced condition of observation
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such as in a dark room, including stereoscopic vision.

consideration is made with reference to Oyama's

perceived size and distance.

 Furthermore, a strajghtforward

analysis of causal relations of

          Noen-RiegekameasEapt Metscicaa Pmogeertiess of Viswaa] Space

                       ampdi Tkeefir ApgeEicatiewas (II)

         -Relatioxtship Between Gaussiam C"rvature aRd a Measure of
                 Size Constancy and Analysis of Visuai Circ]e--

                 Toshimasa YAMAzAKI and Michiaki KAwAGucHI
                          (Received December 27, 1984)

                                  Abstract

   With respect to the metric introduced into the theory of non-Riemannian (andlor

Riemannian) visual space, the Gaussian curvature is obtained. From this, it follows

that our geometrical model of visual space is characterized as a Riemannian space of

variable curvature. Thus, the model must be applied to some experimental evidences

in a dark room except for visual alleys. In this connection, we substantiate the rela-

tion of Gaussian curvature to a measure of size constancy (Thouless index).

Secondly, we attempt to reproduce theoretically the Visual Circle which indicates the

metrical property of visual space experimentally, and have shown a numerical example.
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NOTICE

No:127 July 1985

PapersandReports Author ,1. Free Vibration Analysis of Cylindrical Shells with Spherical Cap

      by the Collocation Method
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psffeee Vfibueaeckopme Amenlysks ef Cykgeediifgeal SkefiRs

SgekeefffieeeR Ceege lvy ake CopfiR@¢aetfisww Merklaopdi

      Takashi MIKAMI and Jin YosHIMuRA
               (Received March 30, 1985)

wfiela

                                  Abstract

   The collocation method is presented for determining the vibration characteristics of

shells involved in revolution which are composed of combinations of cylindrical and spherical

shells. The results obtained from the present treatment are compared with the existing ones

for shells of this type. The comparison shows that the method yields very good results.

Finally, several numerical examples are given to examine the effects of dimensions of the

shell on the dynamic behavior system.

EsgStwaecgowa off 'RVetwrrglte Fffeeeefieee fiwa as･Wbeffee Sgeeeges

          Naoyuki FuNAMIzu and Tetsuo TAKAKuwA
                       (Received March 30, 1985)

Bed

                                  Abstract

   A model for estimating the volume fraction of a three species bed of spherical particles

was derived by extending a model for a two species bed. By the proposed model, the volume

fraction of a bed can be computed with each diameter, mixing ratio and volume fraction of

three particlest

   The validity of this model was verified by comparing the computed volume fractions

with the experimental results of three different size glass bead mixtures.
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A Gegeereegfizaeiowa ef tke Sktsptnowa's SaffffRgeEiwag Tkeoreecrffu

Tomomasa NAGAsHiMA and Mitsutoshi YAEGAsHI

            (Received March 30, 1985)

                                  Absereact

   The sampling theorem by Shannon has been well known in such fields as communication

theory;informationtheoryandsignalprocessings. However,theconditiontobesatisfiedby

the theorem is too strong for practical purposes, i. e., it is ordinarily assumed that sampled

functions should belong to L2.

   In this paper, we establish a theorem which can be considered as a generalization of

Shannon's sampling theorem and is valid for a class of functions which does not necessarily

belong to L2. 0ur theorem can be also considered as an explicit sampling theorem for the

class of functions given by the Fourier transform of Distributions with compact support. '

Ckaraetercizatitopm of kotetfaee Preogeerties fipt aee Arrwtorpkeaxs Sillieowa Metall

     gmsanllatoff Serrergieozzdianetore Streeecteeree by fsotkereffffEag Capaeitaitee

                        Tmamesieeee Sgeecereoscogey

Satoshi ARiMoTo, Yutaka KANAzAwA, Takahiko HARA,

        Hideo OHNo and Hideki HAsEGAwA
               (Received March 30, 1985)

                                 Abstract

   The interface properties of A1203/Si02 double layer insulator/hydrogenated amorphous

silicon metal insulator semiconductor (a-Si: H MIS) structure is characterized by isothermal

capacitance'transient spectroscopy (ICTS) for the first time. The electrical characteristics

of a-Si : H MIS structure is shown to be dominated by the interface states rather than the

gap states in a-Si: H. The interface state density after annealing is on the order of 10'3cm-2

eV-' over a range of E,-E =O.4-O.6eV. This result indicates that the reduction of interface

states density is required for the further improvement of the performance of a-Si : H

MISFETs.
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Effeetfive Codifimeg of Docufftrvemets Cowatafiptimg Ggeay Scaae EfferRages

Masaru TAKAHAsHi, Yoshihiko OGAwA, Hideo KITAJiMA,

        Tetsuo SHIMoNo and Masahiko TAKEDA

                (Received March 30, 1985)

                                   Abstract

   For coding of pictures mixed with characters and gray scale images, block coding is

suitable because of its basic properties. To obtain higher compression ratios under a certain

distortion level, it is most advantageous to adopt the adaptive block coding which changes the

block size according to the local activity within a picture. The drawback to this method,

however, is the necessity to code the block sizes. In this paper, a new coding method, called

block-connected coding, is proposed. This coding procedure is as follows: Initially the

picture is divided into fixed-size blocks. These blocks are connected adaptively according

to the statistics of each block, this operation is equivalent to changing the block sizes. And

the run-length coding is applied to the connected blecks. Furthermore, the results of

computer simulations are shown.

Effeetg of G:afipt-Beopmediamies ome rfi7lee Canrreeitt-VoAtage Charaeteristies

   of Tkime FiRrrwa rwOSgeEW's (emee DfifferaensioeeaN NwhxxEexieaR Amealysis)

Hiroaki OIsHl and Yoshihiko OGAwA

       (Received March 30, 1985)

                                   Abstraet

    The results of numerically analized ID-VG and ID-VD on thin film MOSFET's with

grain-boundaries are presented. From the results we can see that an effective Turn-on

characteristics occurs beyond the strong-inversion threshold, a large mutual channel con-

ductans, a S-shaped curves in the linear-region (ID-VG) and a small saturation current (ID

-VD) are shown. These results are different from the characteristics of a singlecrystalline

thin film MOSFET's and are illustrated from the effects of the electron trapping at grain

-boundaries. We could, therefor, treat polycrystalline thin film MOSFET's distinct from

singlecrystalline one.
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A GeoKwgetrefie maetkedi to Solve tke woffavellimg Sagesifwaapm PgeobRegifg

                            Katsuaki SAKAKIBARA

                            (Received March 30, 1985)

                                  Abstraet

   We added one special edge to a tree with the shortest total length,

Ctgraph-R". We found in this work that this C'graph-R" can be transformed

Hamilton-line by our geometric method.

and

 to

named this

the shortest

Neagteeome Seattewfigeg of a Ramedioffwa Jwafferuge Partfielle eew Perfiodifie Lattiee

  Kazuhiko INouE
(Received March 30, 1985)

                                  Abgtrace

   A compact form of neutron scattering function for a certain particle which makes a

random jump on a periodic lattice has been devised. The particle is moved by random forces

on each lattice points, and the random variable describing the jump is assumed to obey the

generalized Langevin-Mori equation formulated by Mori. The result of the scattering

function based on Mori's memory function formalism is expected to be useful in the analysis

of random motions which have specific time constants ranging from 10-'3 to 10-iO seconds in

polymers and liquids.
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Deteetiome of Sigwaag frorrffft

by Wsfiag a

Beepmekedi

PickmUge

Eaectwexes fiit

cogg twogefitore

a Lienae Beawa

                     Akira HoMMA and Hatsuo YAMAzAKi

                            (Received March 30, 1985)

                                  Abstreact

   A signal induced by pulsed electrons of a linac output beam with a 2855MHz microstruc-

ture was detected with a small 3-turn pick-up coil mounted inside a cylindrical boundary

conducting wall. Using the HOKUDAI 45MeV LINAC a bunch train signal, 350ps in period,

the envelope of which composed the approximate waveform of a 10ns beam pulse was

observed. Discussion is made on the applicability of this equipment for non-interceptive

monitoring of beam position, current and waveform.
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                ･･･t-･･････････････････････････ny･ny･･ny･tM. U"HIRA, K. HIGucHI and H. MIZUMA
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7. The Catalytic Activity and Selectivity of Chemical Treated

       Clinoptilolite in the Conversion of Methanol

                ･･････････････････t･････････-･････････････H. SAI<ou, M. NiTTA and K. AoMuRA
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       Spallation Neutron Source

                .....･････････････････････････････ny･･･････････････-K. INouE, K. KA", Y. KIyANAGI,
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9. 0n the Assignment Algorithm by Means Multi-Linked Data Structure
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10. Accuracy of Polynomial Approximation of Quasi-Minimax Methods

                ･･････････････ny････････-････}････-･･･････-･-････T. DA-TE and M. KAwAGUCHI

11. Analysis of Drops in Accuracy of Least-Squares Approximation

                ･--･-･-･････････････････-････････-･-････-･･････････M. KAWAGucHI and T. DA-TE
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Defewwaatfioee Bekavioff of

  Daxmimg PreimeigeaX Stmess

 Kinya MIuRA, Seiichi MIuRA

             (Received June 30,

Aemissotreogeic Saitdi

Axes Roeaefiogcrp

and

1985)

Shosuke ToKI

                                  Abstrract

   In order to investigate the fundamentai characteristics of deformation behavior of sand

under general stress conditions involving the rotation of the principal stress axes, a series of

drained tests was carried out on dense anisotropic sand using a hollow cylinder torsional

shearapparatus. Thehollowcylindrica}specimenshaveananisotropicfabricformedbythe

parallel alignment of particles induced during the sand deposition in a mold, and are tested

under principal stress axes rotation maintaining the values of the three principal stresses

constant.

   The experimental results showed that the shear deformation of sand under the rotation

of principal stress axes and the effects of the inherent anisotropic fabric on the deformation

behavior are considerably large. It was indicated that the anisotropic deformation charac-

teristics can be explained by taking account of the predominant sliding occurring on the

bedding plane, irrespective of whether the principal stress axes rotate or not. This consider-

ation seems to be supported by the fact that the bedding plane has the lowest value of the

resistance against shear stress, owing to the horizontal alignment of subelongated sand

particles.

    Tke Effeee off

owa tlae Ywadilfaiitedi

Moitg WewffifR Axtfiseecrogefic

Stress-Stmaime Bekavioasge

Toshiyuki MITAcHI and Yukihiko

 (Received June 30, 1985)

ComesoRidiatfioge

of Satwwatedi

FuJIWARA

Cgay

                                  Abstyact

   In-situ clay soils have usually been anisotropically consolidated over a long period of

time since they have deposited, and they exihibit secondary consolidation and the cohesive

bonds at the contact points between the particles grow during the period of time.

   Recently, the importance of the evaluation of these time effects on the stress-strain
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behaviour of clay soils has been pointed out. But the studies on this subject are extremely

limited because of the difficulty of reproduction of in-situ time scale in the laboratory.

    A series of consolidated undrained triaxial compression tests on two saturated re-

moulded clays were performed to investigate the influence of the duration of the anisotropic

consolidation on the undrained stress-strain behaviour of clay.

    Experimental results show that the clays increase in brittleness and the undrained

strength increases with the increase in consolidation duration.

    A method to predict the undrained shear strength of clay consolidated over a long period

of time by applying the existing method of estimation of that applied to the over-consolidated

clay is proposed. It is also shown that the method of prediction can be improved by suitable

evaluation of the change in dilatancy characteristics of clay with the elapsed time in

secondary consolidation.

Zogee Segeamatiome ime a Hfigediercedi SeeSAAgeg of a wowo Sgeecges Sakgpemsioge

Naoyuki FuNAMIzu and Tetsuo

   (Received June 30, 1985)

TAKAKUWA

Abstract

   The zone separation patterns in a hindered settling of a two species suspension were

classified into four cases. Three of the four patterns were realized in the'experiment of

glass beads and other particles and the stratified profiles coincided with the computational

results.The theoretical analysis showed that the fourth pattern did not appear in the present

experlment.
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grm rklae Trfiaxgall ¢effvRgewessfidyge ffesa of CoasR awadi Oebeer Speekgyaeens

      gge Wlafick beggk ?ffessuwe Gas ks gwaveRvedi

Masuyuki UJIHIRA", Kiyoshi MIzuMA"* and Hideki IIIGucHI*

                      (Received June 30, 1985)

                                  Abstract

   In general, where the differential stress 6i-op has a large value in a coal seam at the back

of an underground working face, such a portion may readily be susceptible to failure by rock

pressure.

   When such a part of the coal seam contains high pressure gas in its pores and fissures,

the coal seam fracturing may be affected not only by rock pressure but also by gas pressure.

To examine the gas pressure influence to the failure stress of coals or mortar, triaxial

compression tests of them to which gas pressure was applied to pores and fissures were

conducted.

   It was found experimentally that when the pore gas pressure was raised under constant

confining pressure, the strength (failure stress) decreased reversely as well as in the case

when pore pressure was applied by water. These results mean that, in underground drift

driving, the higher the coal seam gas pressure becomes the more the coal seam or rock

becomes susceptible to failure under the same reck pressure condition.

A St"dy of Reactgve SgentSeif Etckimg foif Carehon SteeR by Feeeon

                  On the Effet of Oxygen Gas Mixture

   Toshio YuHTA, Jun OsANAi, Toshikazu SAToH and Tatsuo TAKAHAsHi

                         (Received June 30, 1985)

Gas

                                 Abstract

   A study on reactive sputter etching of carbon steel using freon gas was conducted. This

was test the dry etching as a new method for the processing of micro mechanical parts.

   This study was investigated through etching experiments on the improvement of etching

characteristics using an oxygen gas mixture in the reactive gas.

   The results obtained were as follows;improvement of etching characteristics was made,

the decrease of etch rate was not large, but with a low value of the mixture tatio (O.09), the
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improvement of surface roughness was remarkabie. But the applicable region was limited.

When the mixture value exceeded O.09, the etch rate rapidly decreased and the surface

roughness approached that of pre-machined surface.

Atkeryyftal Coptditiopts of Cbpticak E]errwtegets auedi Propegeeies of OptgeaE rwatemia]s

            Teruhito MisHiMA, Kenji HisADoME and Ichiro SAKuRABA

                             (Received June 30, 1985)

                                  Abstract

   In precision interferometry, as in interferometry for the determination of refractive

index of gas, the temperature dependence of optical path length of transparent window is

important. In this paper the temperature coefficients of optical path length of transparent

windows are calculated for various optical materials in vacuum and several gases. The

conclitions where temperature coefficients are equal to zero are studied using generalized

athermal conditions.

    As the result, it is found that LHG-10 is good for normal incident window in air and for

Brewster window in vacuum, and athermal glass 3036 and another athermal glass 3038 are

good for normal incident window in vacuum and Brewster window in air, respectively. For

these windows the temperature coefficients normalized by the thickness of the window are

of the order of 10-'/OC, so that temperature tolerance of the order of Q.1"C can be allowed in

the interferometric･ system which has the resolution of 10-`A.

    In the last stage, the athermal condition independent of incident angle is checked with

material constants of optical materials and gases and it is found that the condition is, at this

moment, far from the practical application. Such material that meets these conditions is

desired to be developed.
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Tke Catagytie Activity amedi SeXeetivity of

                    ige tke Coewversioue of

CherrcrRgcaX Wreatedi

MetkageeE

CIimoptiaollfite

l-Iarumi SAKou, Masahiro NiTTA and Kazuo
(Received June 30, 1985)

AoMuRA

                                 Abstract

   The catalytic activity and selectivity of clinoptilolites modified with HCI, NH4Cl, H2S04

and NH4HS04were determined by the conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons. The

conversion to hydrocarbons increased with the increase in degree of proton exchange. The

hydrocarbons produced were essentially only aliphatic compounds with the number of carbon

atomsof6orbelow,mainlyC2-Csolefins. TherernovalofAlbyacidsfromtheclinoptilolite

framwork enlarged the pore size and resulted in the decrease of the selectivity for C2-C4

olefins, however, the deposition of sulphur from H2S04 or NH4HS04 on the surface decreased

the pore size and increased the selectivity up to 83 wt% at almost 100% conversion. The

surface properties of the modified catalysts were investgated by means of XRD, XPS and

heat of immersion. It was found out that the strong Br6nsted acid sites formed by hydrogen

ion exchange and molecular shape-selectivity due to the pore, of which size was precisely

controlled by the deposition of S042- ions, are the dominant factors for the catalytic activity

ancl the product selectivity in this reaction, respectivity.

CifystaX ArtaRyseif Mgwgeoge Wype Dowpm-scattemggeg

Sgeeetmorrtraetege Usfimeg SgeaXiatioge Nentreowa So"gece

   K INouE, K KAJI*, Y. KIyANAGI, T. KANAyA*,

            H. IwAsA and K NisHIDA*

               (Received June 30, 1985)

                                 Abstptact

   A crystal analyser having a mirror type down-scattering neutron spectrometer was

developed and installed at a spallation pulsed neutron source. By using the pulsed source and

the crystal analyser mirror, the spectrometer has a performance feature with acapability of

measuring the density of states over a wide region from several cmui to 3000cmne'. Its

usefulness was demontrated in dynamical structure studies for molecular crystals, molecular

liquids, polymers, magnetic substances, and other materials.
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by

  ege tlae

Meaws of

Assfigncrttgepme

Man]ti-lligekedi

Allgegeitkwa

Data Straxetewe

Tsutomu DA-TE and Hidetoshi

        (Received June 30, 1985)

NoNAKA

                                 Abstract

   A problem of assigning individuals to classes under certain rules is presented. An

individual can be assigned to one class according to both the priorities attached from an

individual to classes and from a class to individuals. We often encounter such problems, for

instance, the assignment of students to departments or certain goods to storehouses, and so

on.

   In the present algorithm, two-dimensionally multilinked data structure is used. The

utility of the algorithm and time complexity are discussed to some extent, notwithstanding

it's difficulty in making theoretical estimations for time complexity generally. Several results

of computer simulations are given to illustrate the expected time complexity of the algo-

rithm.

Acewreacy ef PollymeoffcrkiaE Ageproxixxaatiesc of Qeeasi-Mfiniffwaax Metkodis

Tsutomu DA-TE and Mayuka KAwAGucHi
         (Received June 30, 1985)

                                  Abstract

   In this paper, we deal with methods of finding a polynomial that can be used to determine

approximate values of a given function,

   The minimax method is considered to give the "best" approximations for this purpose,

but its procedure to obtain polymomials is so complicated that more simple and convenient

algorithms with minimal loss of accuracy have been required. The approximation formulae

of the minimax methed are shown in Encyclopedic Dictionary of Mathematics published by

MIT Press, etc. We picked up, among the above formulae, sine function and exponential

function as the representative samples, and compared their accuracies with those of the

approximations which we arranged as a sort of quasi-minimax algorithm in such a way as

to simplify the minimax method. We obtained the results that some of our approximations

have t'better" accuracies than those formulae shown in Encyclopedic Dictionary of Mathe-

matics published by MIT.
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Ageallysis of Droges gwa Aeewageacy of ftreast-Sqenaifes apgewoxiffwRaeiowa

Mayuka KAwAGucHI and Tsutomu DA-TE
  (Received June 30, 1985)

                                   Abstract

    The aim of this paper is to show that, in the practical use of the least square methods,

we often meet with unexpected trouble, and that the resulting fitness often fails even if the

degree of polynomials is increased. We gave theoretical considerations to this problem

introducing the measure of fitness and showed that the failure of fitness in a power series

approximation arises from ill-conditioned case of equations to be solved. For Legendre

polynomials, however, such failure of fitness is not expected from that view-point. The num-

erical experiments show the above projection to a high extent.
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 l. Consolidated Undrained Triaxial Shear Behavior of Peat

                   ･･-････････-}･-････････････････････-･･-･････････}･･････････････T. MITACHI and Y. FUJIWARA

 2. The Combustibility of Coal and Coal-Wood Compound Fuel

            TG-DTA Properties of Solid Fuel

                   .............................･-･･･t･･････-･･････････････････K. ITo, H, OGAWA, K. YAMANE

 3. 0n the Error Rates of the Linear and Quadratic Discriminant

        Functions for Small Sample Sizes

                   ･･････････････････-･･･-･････････････････････････････-･H. NAKANISHI and M. KAWAGUCHI

 4. 0n One-Way and Multi-Way Layout Analysis for the Multinomial

        Variate by the Generalized Dispersion Function

                   ････････････--････････-･･-･･･-････････････N. TANEICHI, Y. SATO and M. KAWAGUCHI

 s. 'tHOSS":AnInteractiveMulti-PurposeSimulatorUsing

        Parallel Processing Techniques

                   ･･-･-･-･-･-･････-･-･--･-･-･-･-･･---･･-･--･･･-･････-･----････････d･･K. MAKINO
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CogesoRidiated Uptdvaixted TriaxiaX Skear Bekavior of

          Toshiyuki MITAcHI and Yukihiko FuJIWARA
                 (Received September 30, 1985)

Peat

                                  Abstract

   Peat soil is distributed so widely throughout Hokkaido island that civil engineers are

frequently obliged to construct base structures on peaty ground. However, the mechanical

properties of peat have been investigated mainly by means of in-situ tests, and fundamental

shear behavior of peat has not been clarified.

   A series of consolidated.undrained triaxial compression and extension tests on two peat

samples were performed to investigate the undrained stress-strain-pore pressure behaviors,

together with effective stress paths and dilatancy characteristics, compared with those of

clay.

    Based on the test results, a method to predict the undrained shear strength of overcon-

solidated peat is proposed, and it is also shown that the predicted theoretical undrained

strengths fairly well coincide with observed ones.

       Tke CorrxRbasgtibiRity ef Coa] axtdi Coall-Weedi Co]EEgeeuwadi FwaeX

                       TG-DTA Properties of Solid Fuel

                 Kenichi ITo, Hideaki OGAwA, Kiyotaka YAMANE
                         (Received September 30, 1985)

                                  Abgtract

   The TG-DTA measurments were made to evaJuate the combustibility of coal in grade

firing.

   In the present report, experiments were performed on types of coal and coal-wood

compound fuel by changing the parameters such as particle size, heating rate and oxygen

concentration.

   As a result, in Horonai coal, Sunagawa coal and Taiheiyo coal, it was shown that the

sample size has no effect upon the TG-DTA characteristics, In order to find the state of

combustion in a combustion furnance, fast heating rate and large sample size are needed. A

compound fuel was found to have original properties.

   It is concluded that the TG-DTA analysis is available for the aim of this type of study,
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     0pt tke Ermew Rates of tke Lfimeay aptdi Quadwatie DisereirriuiRaitt

                    Fmpptetiomss foff SzTRaRR SarrtrRgeRe Sizes

                  Hiroko NAKANIsHI and Michiaki KAwAGucHI
                         (Received September 30, 1985)

                                  Abgtract

   The LDF (linear discriminant function) and the QDF (quadratic discriminant function)

are wellknown as the discriminant functions for classifying observations. A comparison

between the performance of the LDF and QDF for multivariate normal distributions with

unequal covariance matrices has been investigated. When the sample sizes are moderate,

the error rates for the QDF are smaller than those for the LDF, and this tendency become

clear with increasing differences of covariance matrices between two populations.

However, because greater numbers of parameters are to be estimated, for the small sample

sizes, we sometimes find cases where the QDF does not have a superior performance

compared to the LDF even if the differences of covariance matrices are large.

   In this paper, the asymptotic expansions of the error rates for the LDF and QDF are

obtained by the " studentization " method for two populations with proportional covariance

matrices-the covariance matrix of the second population is a constant multiplier of the

covariance matrix of the first one. From these expansions, we compare the expected error

rates between two discriminant functions for the sample sizes and several combinations of

the covariance matrices.

    On One-Way and Muki-iWay Layont Amaiysis for the MultikorrtrRia]

             Variate by the Genteralized Dispersioit Fumction

          Nobuhiro TANEIcHI, Yoshiharu SATo and Michiaki KAwAGucHI
                         (Received September 30, 1985)

                                 Abstract

   Generalized dispersion based on the positively homogeneous function of the first

order, which includes a-entropy by Havrda and Charvat are treated. The test stati-

stics for the multinomial variate in one-way Iayout are shown and their asymptotic

distribution are found. These results are then extended to the multi-way layout

analysis.
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        " eeOSS ": Ame Imeteractive MaxEti-Psurgeose Siff:tulator fiL;sggeg

                      PararleE ]Processing Techniques

                               Keiji MAKINO
                         (Received September 30, 1985)

                                  Abstract

   This paper describes the design concept and the structure of HOSS intended to

solve continuous and discrete system simulation and signal processing. HOSS is a

decentralized hierarchical multiprocessor system including a parallel processing subsys-

tem, PPA, for the simulation of continuous systems. PPA is composed of two master

processors and a circular array of thirty-two slave processors connected by a shared

memory and two broadcastable buses. It works as a conventional analog computer in

solving differential equations. The user can interactively operate HOSS using simula-

tion software, ICOSS (CSMP type) or RISS (GPSS type), for on-line real-time

simulation.

" RESS " : Axt Opt-Xipte ReaE-tfigtrue ffevtereaetive

Disereete-Systewa SimanXa¢or

      Keiji MAKINO
(Received September 30, 1985)

                                  Abstract

   This paper describes a GPSS-type system simulator RISS, which is a subsystem of

the multi-purpose simulator HOSS at the Hokkaido University that is open to re-

searchers. RISS is a real-time interactive system simulator. It is characterized by a

trial-and-error process improved by an on-line simulation technique and aman-

machine communication in the process of simulation. The hardware architecture is a

master-slave system consisting of a master processorand a slave processor connected

with a DMA interface, and the latter is furnished with a special simulation console

panel for RISS. The slave porforms computation in the simulation controlled by linear

simulation time based on its CPU clock. Input/output and control operations are

separated from the description of the program body and are organized as a series of

system commands issued in execution. A command menu guides the user of RISS.
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1. A Salt Wedge at the Estuary of the Ishikari River in Hokkaido
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5. Metal Particles-Quanturn Size Effects, Randomness

       and Dynamic Properties- ･････････････--･･-･･･････--･K. YAKuBo, and T. NAKAyAMA

6. Document Information System in Scientific Research
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A Sallt Wedge at tke Estanagey of tke Kskfikewfi Rfiveec fim

  Isao YAKuwA and Morimasa OHTANI
          <Received November 20, 1985)

eegkkafido

                                   Abstract

   Many observations of a salt wedge has been carried out by the use of the ultrasoRic

method at the estuary of the lshikari River since 1961. The behavior of the salt wedge is

much influenced by the shape of the river bed at the estuary. The critical discharge at which

the salt wedge begins to penetrate into the river mouth was estimated as 550--600 m3/s.

When the discharge increases, the mixing of the fresh and salt water grows along the

interface and the salt wedge begins to decay. In the steady state of the salt wedge, the

amplitude of the internal tide was intensified 5.2 times as large as the tidal motion of the

surface. An abrupt change of the level of the interface, tnfluenced by a storm surge, was

observed when the atmospheric depression passed through the sea area near the river mouth.

TsesmearrcrEig avedi Seeomdagey urptdisu]atiopms ipt

      Susumu TAKAHASHI
    (Received November 20, 1985)

eke ffshfikarefi Bay

                                   Abstxact

   At the innermost beaches of the Ishikari Bay, the observed wave heights of two tsunamis

that occurred on 2 Aug. 1940 and 26 May 1983 were larger than those of the other shore lines

in the bay. The chief reason of these phenomena is that the tsunami wave is refracted at the

bay mouth where the slope of the sea floor is very steep and then their direction lines of

propagation converge on the innermost beaches.

   Many common period spectra are found by analyzing these tsunami records that were

observed at Oshoro, Otaru and Ishikari.

   The wave motions corresponding to these spectral peaks are secondary undulations ef

the bay.

   The principal modes of these secondary undulations were cleared with the aid of the

results of numerical tsunami simulations.
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Kwafllase-ce of Windi oge gn¢erfaciag Sa]t

Dgffaxsiowa ire age Uptsteady SaAt Wedige

  Morimasa OHTANI and Isao YAKuwA

        (Received November 20, 1985)

                                  Abstgeact

   Field phenomena of salinity diffusion in an estuary are complex. Mixing of the fresh

                                                                            'and salt water at the interface is influenced by

 (1) Flow･･･tidal current,wind-generated current

 (2) Topography･･･water course, shape of river bed

 (3) Discharge

   A complicated combination of these factors produces the diffusion phenomenon at the

interface.

   This paper describes observations of interfacial displacement in an unsteady salt wedge

and a mixing of fresh and salt water through the interface by wind action. The level of the

interface was observed at the station 4.4km upstream the river mouth using a Step Type

Interface Meter designed by authors.

   According to these observational reaults, salinity of surface layer showed high values

under 10 m/s mean wind speed In addition the spectrum of the salinity fluctuaions at the

interface showed some peaks near 1 Hz and these peaks tend to become higher with the

inereasing wind speed.

Sogiton Wheoffy of Opept States ipm Deoxyriboaxeneiteic Acidi (DNA)

         ' '

     Osamu SAITo, Noriyuki HATAKENAKA and Tetsuro SAKuMA

                     (Received November 20, 1985)

                                  Abstract

   Reviewing the soliton theory of the open states in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) proposed

so far, we present a dynamical theory of the open states based on the statistical mechanics

for the sineGordon solitons by assuming a new interbase potential. The formation energy

and width of an open state are theoretically evaluated. They were in good agreement with

the experimental data. The melting processes of DNA can be qualitatively explained in
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terms of the temperature dependence of the soliton number density.

    Numerical simulation for the basic equations is also carried out to take into account the

effect of random sequences of basepair which shows no existence of the sine-Gordon soliton

as a stationary solution of the system.

ny
 Qwazzpttwaffwt-S

         Metall Paretielles

ize Effects, Ramdeffectmess a"d DyutarKtic PropeTties -

Kousuke YAKuBo, Tsuneyoshi NAKAyAMA
        (Received November 20, 1985)

                                   Abstract

   This report discusses the various physical properties of metal particles from a theore-

tical view-point. First, it is summarized how the quantum-size effects and the random

character of shapes of metal particles result in their thermodynamic characteristics. In

addition, the dynamical response of the assembly of metal particles are investigated by

illustrating the ultrasonic attenuation of this system. The possibillity of the experimental

verification of quantum-size effects and randomness is also discussed.

Deethfferaezzt Xmforerrffaatioit Systewa im Scfiepttfifie Researeh

Takashi MAEDA and Kaname AMANo
     (Received November 20, 1985)

                                   Abstract

   Scientific documents consist of bibliographic and textual information, and also include

complicated information of certain figures, tables, graphs, images, etc. Future scientific

information system will be connected to an integrated database of huge dimensions and be

constructed as a scientific workstation with advanced functions of data processing of various

forms of multi-media knowledge information. In the design of such an information system,

some specific abilities are required for the processing of non-coded information of variable

length, set-valued information and 'structural information, in addition to the usual coded

elementary information.
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   In this paper, we discuss design considerations and implementation problems for con-

structing a document information system, as a prototype of such an information system, with

the function of text processing as a typical example of complicated information processing

using a commercial DBMS. Future directions of an advanced scientific information system

are also suggested.

Foeensgxtg Effeees gf ffigk-gewequemeey Soengedi iWaves at GaAs Swamfaces

                Katsuhiko HoNJo and Shin-ichiro TAMuRA

                        (Receined November 20, 1985)

                                   Abstract

   Focusing of sound waves propagating in crystal surfaces, i. e., surface acoustic waves, is

studied theoretically. It is found that surface waves are focused strongly along eertain

directions in the three principal crystallographic surfaces of GaAs. Pure-mode axes of the

surface waves which exist in the focusing directions are also identified.

Peueiodifiefitkes gwa Aeeeegefieag]y Morkfiffiedi

      Ogerkgeal Cokeueewa¢e ewwawaetion

            Yoshihiro OHTSuKA"

            (Received November 20, 1985)

                                   Abstreact

   Acousto-optic modification of an optical mutual coherence function is described, The

resultant optical mutual coherence function formulated by use of acoustically modulated

laser light has lateral and longitudinal periodicities in space, as well as temporal periodicity.

These periodicities stem from the periodic nature of a progressive acoustic wave itself. In

any geometrical plane parallel to the propagation direction of the acoustic wave, the optical

mutual intensity, derived from the mutual coherence functioriLobtained, possesses only a

lateral periodicity and is independent of the lon'gitudinal coordinate along which non-

modulated component of light is propagated.
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sgrkefisafieeefi ?geogeegeafies of gpeicafi Fglaer Speckfies

   Masaaki IMAI"
<Received November 20, 1985)

                                   Abstreact

   Speckle patterns in the far-field plane as well as the near-field plane (the exit end face)

of a multirnode fiber through which coherent light propagates are studied mainly frorn the

average contrast and the probability density function of the speckle intensity. These first-

order statistics of the speckle intensity are shown as a function of the fiber length, the source

bandwidth, and the radial distance in the far-and near-field speckle patterns. The second

-order statistics of the speckle intensities at the two points are also discussed on the basis of

a conventional speckle theory. Dynamic speckles corresponding to time-varying properties

of the speckle pattern are analyzed in conjunction with the modal noise which gives rise to

unwanted fluctuations of the transmitted power in the presence of the mode-selective Ioss,

for example, in a misaligned connector.

Fowaeeieif-Wgeaeesfoffffgtt Sgeectrall XrrwRagfipmg

Kazuyoshi IToH and Yoshihiro OHTsuKA

       (Received November 20, 1985)

                                   Abstreact

   The method of Fourier-transform spectral imaging (K. Itoh and Y. Ohtsuka, J. Opt. Soc.

Am. A, to be published.) is concisely described. The method is suggested for obtaining

efficiently the comprehensive information of a polychromatic radiator. Under certain

conditions both the spatial and spectral details of the radiative object can simultaneously be

recovered from the three-dimensional spatial coherence function of the optical wave field.

The recovery of object information is based on a Fourier transform relationship derived from

the basic formula (E. Wolf and W. H. Carter, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 68, 953-964 (1978).) describing

the field correlation in terms of the source correlation function. A new type of inter-

ferometer is proposed for the efficient collection of the spatial coherence data. Experimen-

tal results of the spectral-image recovery are also presented.
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OptieaR PamallkeR Digitttll Cegyftgewtimg Basedi ome Frimege Skifefigeg

Yoh IMAI and Yoshihiro OHTsuKA

    (Received November 20, 1985)

Abstract

   Optical digital computing method based on the shifting 'of an optical interference fringe

is proposed. An interference fringe offers a periodic intensity distribution available for an

optical binary output. Nonlinear processing is performed by using a photorefractive device

which transforms input intensity into the phase change and, then, into the fringe shift.

   The shifting of the output fringe corresponding to two binary optical inputs provides an

optical logic operation in parallel. The present method is characterized by (1) the multiple

output scheme of logic gates by dividing the output fringe, and (2) the implementation of the

complementary logic outputs between the initially dark and bright region of the output

fringe. The number and type of the logic operation are programmable by adjusting either

the division or the shift of the fringe.

Nenlliwaeaff Aeeexst#¢
  OsetiREeeegwag Sgelaeffe

Waves Radigatedi fgeefffft a Pwagsaeimeg ew

andi elae Skeek FeifffgRaeRoee PerabRegwa

  Yoshinori INouE"
(Received November 20, 1985)

Abstract

   The propagation of nonlinear acoustic waves is studied. These waves are radiated from

a harmonically pulsating or oscillating sphere in an inViscid perfect gas. In each case a

representation of the exact solution is presented for a farfield equation of the first order.

This immediately yields the nonlinear distortion process of waveform and the acoustic shock

formation distance.
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Tlae Gmawak MeekanvfisgxR of EpmaewfaeiaR Wthve Paeket

  Shizuo YosHIDA*
(Received November 20, 1985)

                                  Abstract

   Using a flow visualization technique and an LDA system, the growth mechanism of

interfacial wave packets is investigated at a small scale river mouth. Visual observation

shows that the growth of the packet is closely connected with the intermittent instability of

internal shear flow, and the intermittent results from the production of a localized high shear

induced by a concentrated large-scale vortex intermittently occurring in the principal flow.

These qualitative results are supported by the linear stability theory for a viscid two-layer

flow.

A Cowagentey SisKxwwkatie" of AtrrKtosgekepte Disgeewsiom

   opt a SiffKegeile Edidy Modiell

baged

    Kenji IsHIzAKI

(Received November 20, 1985)

                                  Abstract

   The overall dispersion of a center of a smoke plume from a chimney is studied based on

a simple eddy model. This model enables us to obtain an analytical form of Lagrangian

correlation of velocity fluctuation of a smoke puff. Then a dispersion equation of a puff

center is obtained.

   Defining the scalelength of the eddies contributing to the velocity fluctuation, we show

how the scalelength isrelated to parameters describing the eddy motion. For the case of the

observation of finite sampling duration, we assume that the mathematical expressions for the

correlation function and the scalelength obtained by ensemble averaging are valid provided

that the parameters in the,expressions are assigned proper values for the observation. This

assumption is tested against the dispersion obtained by means of a computer simulation based

on the eddy model. The results show that employing the assumption in dealing with thirty

puffs emitted we can predict the dispersion of puff centers and the scalelength with an

accuracy less than about 20% and 10% respectively.
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                              Lap1as
                 - A new language suitable for micro-computers -

                   Yasunori HARADA and Masanao KITAMuRA

                            (Received November 20, 1985)

                                   Abstract

   A new computer language, Laplas, is introduced. The name Laplas stands for Language

Processor for Listing and Stacking. As its name suggests, Laplas makes use of list- and

stack-processings together.

   Laplas is a function-level programming language, in which new functions are defined in

terms of the system functions and the functions defined previously. Local variables and

recursive defjnition can also be used in defining a new function By incorporating stack

-processing with these, in defining a function in Laplas less local variables and recursive

procedures are used than in LISP. Thus a Laplas program needs less memories and can be

processed very quickly. Because of these features Laplas is considered as a language

suitable for micro-computers.

   Laplas is equipped with a three-dimensional and multidragonfly (not turtle) graphics.

These fine features of Laplas make its graphics so powerful that even animations can be

programmed quite easily. This three-dimensional graphics can be handled interactively

even by a child with ease. Since stacking is used, the word order of Laplas is inverse-polish.

A Japanese version of Laplas suitable for Japanese children can be created simply by

renaming all the functions with suitable Japanese words.

        Plaase pmfiagwaffgft Agepge@aek to ake Pellaredywa Pifoblettwa

                 Akihiro HAsHiMoTo" and Naoki ToKuDA
                            (Received November 20, 1985)

                                   Abstreaet

   The problem of an electron interacting with acoustic as well as with optical modes of

lattice vibrations is investigated within the modified variational scheme of the Lee-Low

-Pines theory. It is shown that the polaron changes its state according to the values of the

electron-optical phonon and the electron-acoustic phonon coupling constants by examining
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the ground-state energy, the mean numbers of the optical and acoustic phonons in the cloud

around the electron and the spatial localization of the electron as functions of the coupling

'constants. Using the experimental inforrnation on the drift mobility of electrons in ionic

crystals we estimate with the help of the phase diagram the upper limits of the deformation

potential for several materials.

                  Bggeegeegeeit ewoifwaatgopm

ige eke Two-Egeeegeeme-Pfias-A¢euseie Pkemeeee Sysee:xR

Toshiyuki TAMuRA" and Naoki ToKuDA
          <Receivecl November 20, 1985)

                                 Abstract

   Using a variational method of the Pekar type, we examine the formation of bipolarons

by coupiing of two electrons to acoustic phonons, the symmetry property of the system being

taken into account. It is found that the bipolaron with an even-parity can exist as a ground

state provided that the electron-phonon interaction is strong enough to overcome the

Coulomb repulsion. The bipolaron with an odd-parity which is of higher energy and larger

in its extension than that with an even-parity is of lower energy than the extended state of

polaron or the two noninteracting polaron state for a certain range of the parameters.


